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1 Introduction
The Bridge CCAnalyser - Bridge Card Combinations Analyser – app is developed for the analysis
of card combinations in Bridge.
The analysis engine supports finding the best line of play to obtain a required number of tricks.
Special conditions in terms of known numbers of side cards in the opponent’s hands, limited side
entries to the hands of the player and the maximum number of HCP in the opponent’s hands can be
specified as input to the analysis. Alternative lines of play can be selected by specifying forcing and
avoiding lines.
The result of the analysis is presented as a list of variants with the calculated winning probabilities
shown for each variant. The list is sorted by winning probability with the best lines first. The
variants can be compared pairwise.
On the “Distributions” page the distributions for a variant are shown. Initially the distributions for
the best line are selected. The distributions for the other variants can be shown by clicking on the
associated variant buttons.
This documentation uses illustrations from the Android app but the instructions apply as well to the
Web version.
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2 Bridge CCAnalyser versions
The Bridge CCAnalyser comes in to versions: a Web app and an Android app.

2.1 Web app
The web app is available via the link https://bridge.esmarkkappel.dk. The app is designed to run in
all modern browsers including browsers on tablets (e.g. iPad).

2.2 Android App
The android app is available at the Google Play Store via the link
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=dk.esmarkkappel.bridgecardcombinations
The current version is a standalone version. All calculations are done locally so no internet
connection is required after the app is installed.
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3 Using the analyser
3.1 Analysing a card combination
To specify the card combination to be analysed select the cards and specify the tricks required, the
known side cards (default 0, i.e. no known side cards), the number of side entries to the two hands
(default 13, i.e. no limitations), which hand is on lead (default South, only relevant if entries are
limited) and the number of Max HCP in the opponent’s hands (default 10, i.e. no limitations).
We will illustrate the workings of the analyser by the following example.
EQJT

65432
How are the chances of acquiring 5 tricks from this combination?
We check out the appropriate cards and set the “Tricks required” value to 5.

Figure 1
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We then press the “Analyse” button. The result is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2

The list of variants shows three different variants. Starting with the 6 (or 5, 4, 3, 2) from South
gives a chance of 50% for acquiring the 5 tricks. Cashing the Ace represents a 12.43% chance and
playing the Queen from North is of course a 0% variant since it is covered by the King.
In the “Distributions” pane the distributions for the best variant is shown. The winning distributions
are as expected the distributions where the King is in place for the possible triple finesse through
West.
For each distribution a set of probabilities is shown in angular brackets. The first figure is the
combined probability for the selected distributions and the second is the probability for a single
distribution. As an example we look at the following distributions
2-2 [20.35, 6.7826]
Kx-xx(3)
The combined probability for the distributions is 20.35% and the probability for each individual
distribution is 6.7826%. The “3” in Kx-xx(3) denotes that there exist 3 distributions with the K third
in west. The “x” substitutes the 7, 8 and 9 and the three specific distributions are K9-87, K8-97 and
K7-98.
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3.2 Inspecting distributions to other variants
By clicking on the “North plays the Ace [12.43%]” variant we are presented for the distributions of
the variation where the Ace is played at trick one.

Figure 3

The winning distributions are the two distributions where a single King is found in East or in West
which can be expected to happen in 12.43% of the cases.
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3.3 Comparison of variants
Comparison of variants is started by clicking the
button. Two variants can be compared by
checking the boxes to the right of the variants followed by pressing the “Compare” button.

Figure 4

The result of comparing the line beginning with the 6 and the line beginning with the Ace is shown
below.

Figure 5

The only distribution for which it is a better choice to start with the Ace is when East is holding the
single King.
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3.4 Known side cards
If the distribution of a side suit is known for example by inferences drawn from the bidding the
probabilities of the different playing lines will be affected. Let us in our example assume we know
that a side suit breaks 5-2 with 5 cards in West. This information can be entered in the “Known side
cards” menu (press

to show menu).

Figure 6

After pressing the “OK” and the “Analyse” button we get the following result.

Figure 7

The best line of play is in this case the same as when no side cards are known but the probability for
the best line is dropping (to 42.11%) due to the decreased space available for the King in West.
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3.5 Side entries
If we in our example assume that the lead is in South and the number of side entries is restricted to
2 how will this affect the analysis? We choose the “Side entries” menu and enter the value 2 for
“South”.

Figure 8

The probability for the best line drops to 40.30%. The distribution with four cards in West is now a
losing distribution since we after the execution of the triple finesse are short of an entry to the hand
for cashing the fifth trick.

Figure 9
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3.6 Max HCP
What if we from the bidding or play know that the King is in West? We can analyse this situation
by restricting East to 0 (or 1, 2) HCP. We choose the “Max HCP” menu and enter the value 0 for
“East”.

Figure 10

The probability for the best line now increases to 95.71% with the only losing distribution being the
4 cards in West due to the side entries restrictions.

Figure 11
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3.7 Alternative lines of play
Alternative lines of play can be selected by specifying forcing or avoiding lines. Please note that
this functionality is only available in the Android app version.
3.7.1 Forcing lines
Consider the following example (note: you can press

to start a new combination).

Figure 12

The best line is to play a small card to the Jack. But what happens if we play a small card to the
King? This can be analysed by forcing the line 3TK. The 3TK means that in the line starting with 3
(or 2) in South followed by T (or 9, 8, 7, 6, 5) in West North always plays the King. To key in the
line we choose the “Lines” menu and press the button “Force lines:” and select the 3, T and K.
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Figure 13

The result of running the analysis is shown below:

Figure 14

As expected this line of play is not to be recommended!
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3.7.2 Avoiding lines
For an example of line avoidance consider the following example from the Encyclopedia of Bridge
(5th edition by Francis, Truscott and Francis).

Figure 15

Playing the Ace followed by a finesse of the Queen gives a winning probability of 19.38%. This
line assumes that East is capable of false-carding. If East is assumed not to be capable of falsecarding the chances of success is increased to 20.99% according to the book.
The lines to consider are when East avoids playing the Ten from the holdings Txx. The line starting
with the Ace can be analysed by specifying that the line A83T:T88 must be avoided (Reading: In
the line A83 East must not play the T from the holdings Txx). Note that it is necessary to specify
the hand content for a line where East or West is to play. The line is entered by selecting “Avoid
lines: -“ in the “Lines dialog”. Select A83T and press the “OK” button. Then select the cards which
should accompany the T – in this case two 8’s and press “Add”.

Figure 16
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Running the analysis gives the following result.

Figure 17

The winning chances now also include the distribution 8765-QT. If East plays the T in the first
round the King should be played in the next to drop the Queen. We know that the T is not played
from the holding Txx and this excludes West from having 3 cards with the Queen. The winning
chances are calculated to 20.99% as in the book.
Let us complete the example with the line that starts with the play of the 3 (or 2) to the Ace. After
pressing the “Avoid lines:” button select “Add line” and input the line “3T:T88”.

Figure 18
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4 Examples
This chapter contains examples on the use of the analyser. The examples are all selected from the
bridge literature. Common for the examples is that the analysis finds improvements to the given
lines of play.

4.1 To finesse or to drop?
The following two examples are on the choice between to finesse or to play for the drop.
4.1.1 Example 1
The first example is from Hugh Kelsey’s “Winning Card Play”.
J5

AQ7642
To acquire 5 tricks Kelsey suggests playing the Ace at trick one guarding against a singleton King
on both hands. Running the analysis gives the following result.

Figure 19
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According to the analysis it is a better chance to run the Jack. We can compare the two variations on
the compare page (press

).

Figure 20

Running the Jack is losing to the 2 distributions with singleton King in either hand but is winning
against the 3 distributions with a singleton 8, 9 or 10 in West. After for example J-K-A-T followed
by 5-3-7 or J-K-A-T followed by 5-8-Q only one trick is conceded.
If we swap South’s 6 with the 3 the best play is now to play the Ace in round 1. Playing the Jack is
an inferior choice since the 6 in East gets promoted in the distributions where West holds a
singleton T, 9 or 8. After for example J-K-A-T followed by 5-8-Q-blank the 96 in East ensures two
tricks against the 7432 in South.

Figure 21
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4.1.2 Example 2
The second example is from Albert Dormer’s “Dormer on deduction”1.
QT4

A98632
Dormer suggests the standard play of the Ace at trick one. Running the analysis gives the following
result.

Figure 22

According to the analysis it is a better plan to play a small card to the Ten.

1

Thanks to Morten Støvring for this example.
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We can compare the two variations on the compare page (press

).

Figure 23

This line of play loses to the distribution K75-J (6.2174%) but is instead picking up the distributions
–KJ75 and KJ75– (4.7826% each) for a net increase of 3.35% compared to the line starting with the
Ace.
If we swap South’s 9 with the 7 the best play is now to play the Ace in round 1.

Figure 24
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4.2 Restricted choice and middle cards
Restricted choice situations where middle cards are involved can sometimes be hard to spot. This
section contains four examples on this subject.
4.2.1 Example 1
The first example is from Hugh Kelsey’s “Winning Card Play”.
A5

JT643
To acquire 3 tricks Kelsey suggests playing the Ace at trick one followed by the 5 and a low card
from the hand no matter which card East is playing. This is based on the reasoning that if the suit
breaks 4-2 West is more likely to be in possession of Kx or Qx rather than a small doubleton.
The best line according to the analysis is also the line starting with the Ace.

Figure 25

But on inspecting the distributions an interesting observation is made. The 3 distributions with
doubleton 92, 82 and 72 in West are counted as winning distributions and the 2 distributions with
doubleton K2 and Q2 in West are counted as losing distributions. In the situation after Ace from
North, 7 (or 8, 9) from East, 3 from South and 2 from West followed in trick 2 by 5 from North and
8 (or 7, 9) from East it is therefore a better chance to cover than to play low.
The situation can be explained by use of the Principle of Restricted Choice. From the distributions
D2-K987 and K2-Q987 East has the choice between 3 different combinations of cards of equal rank
to play in the first two rounds: 7 and 8, 7 and 9 or 8 and 9. The probabilities of these distributions
are thereby being reduced to a third. From 92-KQ87 (or 82-KQ97, 72-KQ98) East’s choice is
restricted to one, namely the only two small cards available. The odds are therefore 3:2 in favour of
finding the 9 (or 7, 8) in West.
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The probability for success of the overall playing line by adopting this variation is increased by
1.6149% to 66.21% as can be inferred from the percentages of the variants and the percentages for
the distributions.
4.2.2 Example 2
The second example is from “Bridgevejen 2” by Villy Dam.
J65

AK72
To make 3 tricks South cashes the Ace followed by a small card to the Jack which loses to Queen.
If West have shown up with two middle cards T, 9 (or T, 8 or 9, 8) and the 8 (or 9, T) is still
missing the best chance is to finesse East as can be seen below.

Figure 26

The explanation by use of the Principle of Restricted Choice: From the distribution T98-Q43 West
has the choice between 3 different combinations of cards of equal rank to play in the first two
rounds: T and 9, T and 8 or 9 and 8. The probability of this distribution is thereby being reduced to
a third. From T9-Q843 (or T8-Q943, 98-QT43) West’s choice is restricted to one, namely the only
two middle cards available. The odds are therefore 3:1 in favour of finding the 8 (or 9, T) in East.
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4.2.3 Example 3
The third example is also from “Bridgevejen 2” by Villy Dam. The target for the hand is 3 tricks.
KQJ6

873
South plays a small card from the hand against the King. West follows with a low card and East
drops the T (or 9). To the next small card from the hand West again follows with a low card but this
time East covers the Queen with the Ace. The best chance is now to finesse West for the 9 (or T).

Figure 27

The explanation by use of the Principle of Restricted Choice: From the distribution 542-AT9 East
has the choice between 2 different combinations of cards of equal rank to play in one of the first
two rounds: T or 9. The probability of this distribution is thereby being halved. From 9542-AT (or
T542-A9) East’s choice is restricted to one, namely the T (or 9). The odds are therefore 2:1 in
favour of finding the 9 (or T) in West.
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4.2.4 Example 4
The fourth example is from “How to Play a Bridge Hand” by William S. Root. The goal is to win
three tricks.
QJ6

A742
The plan is to lead low twice against the queen and the jack. If West has the King three tricks are
secured, if East has the King a 3-3 split is needed. This is a better play than leading the queen where
the only chance for three tricks is that the suit divides 3-3.
The distributions for the analysis of the best plan to lead low twice against the queen show a
restricted choice situation in the case where West plays the T and 9, T and 8 or 9 and 8 in the first
two rounds. It is here a better chance (3:1) to finesse East for the missing middle card.

Figure 28
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4.3 How to finesse?
The last example is from the Encyclopedia of Bridge (5th edition by Francis, Truscott and Francis).
AJ8

T32
According to the book the best plan is to lead small to the eight and if this loses to a high honor then
finesse the jack next. The chances for 2 tricks are 39%.

Figure 29

As can be seen from Figure 29 the analysis agrees on the 39% for the mentioned plan (38.70%). But
more interestingly the analysis also shows that it is a better chance to run the ten in trick one: If the
ten is covered by an honor in West it is won in dummy by the Ace followed by a finesse with a low
card from the hand to the eight. If the ten loses to an honor in East the last honor is finessed by a
low card from the hand to the Jack in the next round.
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Comparing the two lines gives the following result.

Figure 30

Running the T loses to K or Q single in West but wins against Q9 or K9 double in East or 9 single
in East improving the chances for success with 0.97% to 39.66%.
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5 About the algorithm
To calculate the best variations the program uses a search of possible lines combined with and
guided by the probabilities of the various distributions of the cards. This search can result in very
large search trees which have to be pruned in order to come up with a solution in reasonable time.
The situation can be compared with a chess playing program where the search also has to be limited
due to the large number of possibilities.
It is therefore not guaranteed that the program always will find the best solution. Based on the tests
performed up till now it looks as though the program calculates the best plan in the great majority of
cases!
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